Introduction {#s1}
============

Analyses of bacterial pan genomes reveal a high level of genetic diversity, even within a short evolutionary scale \[[@pgen-0030153-b001],[@pgen-0030153-b002]\]. This raises the question of how bacterial chromosomes remain organized yet allow recombination events to occur. Noncoding functional DNA motifs have been implicated in bacterial genome maintenance, although their identification is rare and limited to studies in very few organisms. Where examined, they tend to be species or genus specific. Some examples are the highly frequent DNA uptake sequences, involved in discriminating self from foreign entering DNA during competence in Haemophilus influenzae and Neisseria meningitidis \[[@pgen-0030153-b003]\], the crossover hotspot instigator (Chi), first identified in *E. coli,* involved in recombinational repair \[[@pgen-0030153-b004],[@pgen-0030153-b005]\], and a recently characterized chromosome dimer resolution motif named KOPS (FtsK orienting polar sequences) in E. coli \[[@pgen-0030153-b006],[@pgen-0030153-b007]\].

Where studied, motifs with a biological function appear to occur nonrandomly in the genome. However, prediction of genomic motifs with biological function based on their distribution remains a challenging question and, to our knowledge, few approaches exist to answer it. Most currently developed motif-finding methods are targeted towards discovery of sequences involved in gene expression, which presupposes a constrained position of motifs with respect to genes. The approaches employed are not suitable for identification of genome organization motifs, which tend to be scattered around the chromosome. In this work, we formulate the following hypotheses upon which we devise a strategy to predict such motifs: (i) Natural selection of such motifs guarantees their overall distribution, rather than their occurrence at specific positions \[[@pgen-0030153-b008]\]. Prediction criteria for such sequences should therefore be based on motif distribution properties on complete genomes. (ii) Functional motifs should be conserved across strains of the same species, which can be assessed through comparative genome analysis. As recently shown, bacterial genomes can be segmented into a core genome ("backbone") conserved among all strains of the same species, and strain-variable regions ("loops") \[[@pgen-0030153-b001],[@pgen-0030153-b009]\]. Motifs related to general cellular processes would be expected to be enriched on the backbone.

A predictive approach for motif identification was undertaken, and the parameters for this approach were based on a well-documented bacterial motif, the Chi site, an essential component of double-strand break repair \[[@pgen-0030153-b004]\]. Chi was first identified as the sequence 5′-GCTGGTGG-3′ in E. coli \[[@pgen-0030153-b005]\], where it is a key modulator of enzymatic activities of the RecBCD complex \[[@pgen-0030153-b010],[@pgen-0030153-b011]\]. Chi orientation-dependent recognition by RecBCD \[[@pgen-0030153-b012]\] leads to repair of genomic breaks incurred during DNA replication \[[@pgen-0030153-b013]\]. Most sequenced bacterial genomes encode functional RecBCD analogs \[[@pgen-0030153-b014],[@pgen-0030153-b015]\]. However, Chi motifs are not conserved between species and only a few have been identified \[[@pgen-0030153-b016]\]. We successfully applied this approach to identify two sequences having Chi activity, one in S. aureus and another in three streptococcal species.

Results/Discussion {#s2}
==================

Chi Overrepresentation and Skew Are Characteristic of the E. coli Backbone {#s2a}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

A set of criteria was generated to describe Chi distribution characteristics in the E. coli genome. A backbone/loop segmentation of the E. coli genome was performed by complete genome alignment of commensal K-12 \[[@pgen-0030153-b017]\], enterohemorragic O157:H7Sakai \[[@pgen-0030153-b001]\], and uropathogenic CFT073 \[[@pgen-0030153-b018]\] strains. The backbone is 3.7 Mb long and each strain carries several hundred loops ([Table 1](#pgen-0030153-t001){ref-type="table"}; data accessible on the MOSAIC database Web site <http://genome.jouy.inra.fr/mosaic/>). Chi motif frequency and overrepresentation were assessed separately on backbone and loop segments (the loop segment correspond to all loops concatenated). Chi is highly frequent on the backbone (its frequency is 1 every 6 kb, noted 1/6kb), but not on loops ([Table 1](#pgen-0030153-t001){ref-type="table"}). Statistical significance of these frequencies was checked by comparing observed and expected Chi frequencies based on composition in mono- to hepta-nucleotides of the backbone or of the loops. This was done by calculating an overrepresentation *p*-value based on a Gaussian approximation of short motif counts under a Markov model of order 6 \[[@pgen-0030153-b019]\]. On the backbone, Chi is the most overrepresented octamer among 65,536 possible sequences. In contrast, Chi occurrence on E. coli loops is not exceptional and is explained by loop DNA composition ([Table 1](#pgen-0030153-t001){ref-type="table"}). Moreover, comparison of all octamers distributed on the complete genome versus the backbone showed that other octamers appeared to be more overrepresented than Chi on the complete genome (its overrepresentation rank is 5 compared to a highest overrepresentation rank of 1). These were filtered out when analyses were restricted to the backbone (see motifs in red circle, [Figure S1](#pgen-0030153-sg001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This suggests that the analysis of backbone helps reduce the "noise" produced by motifs that are overrepresented due to the loops, and thus eliminates the candidates that are unlikely to have Chi activity. Interestingly, among these motifs, we identified octamers that are part of the BIME elements (a family of repeated elements that is significantly enriched on the loops \[[@pgen-0030153-b009]\]). This result supports the assumption that restricting the motif search to backbone facilitates identification of biologically important genomic motifs such as Chi.

###### 

Chi Is Overrepresented on the E. coli Backbone but Not on the Loops

![](pgen.0030153.t001)

In E. coli, 75% of Chi sites are skewed towards the replicative leading strand \[[@pgen-0030153-b016],[@pgen-0030153-b020],[@pgen-0030153-b021]\], in keeping with their function in stimulating double-strand break repair upon replication fork collapse \[[@pgen-0030153-b013],[@pgen-0030153-b022]\]. As the E. coli genome shows a strong GC skew, and Chi is G-rich, this bias might simply reflect the underlying GC skew. This is not the case with Chi skew; when compared to that expected from mono-nucleotide composition, it was found to be significant on the E. coli backbone, beyond what might be expected due to leading-strand bias ([Figure 1](#pgen-0030153-g001){ref-type="fig"}).

![The E. coli Chi site, 5′-GCTGGTGG-3′, Is Significantly Overrepresented and Skewed on E. coli Backbone DNA\
Statistical scores of overrepresentation and skew are plotted for all octamers whose overrepresentation scores are higher than 5 (corresponding to a *p*-value \< 10^−7^). Chi and one of the motifs of the KOPS family \[[@pgen-0030153-b006]\] are indicated.](pgen.0030153.g001){#pgen-0030153-g001}

Prediction of Chi on the S. aureus Backbone {#s2b}
-------------------------------------------

The above results validate our initial hypotheses concerning motif distribution for the E. coli Chi site. We therefore used its distribution properties as prediction criteria for Chi identification by an in silico approach in species where its sequence was unknown. We first chose the human pathogen *S. aureus,* for which numerous available genome sequences reveal a high level of intraspecies diversity \[[@pgen-0030153-b023]\]. Identification of Chi and characterization of its properties could provide insight into genome plasticity in this problematic pathogen. The S. aureus backbone was defined from an alignment of six S. aureus genomes (Mu50, Mw2, N315, COL, MRSA252, and MSSA476). The 2.44-Mb backbone corresponds to 86 % of the mean genome length. It was used to analyze oligomer distribution on the replicative leading strand. We looked for motifs that were (i) significantly overrepresented; (ii) frequent, with average frequencies higher than 1 in 15 kb; and (iii) skewed (≥60%) with a significant score. Chi sites previously identified in different bacteria ranged in length from 8 to 5 nucleotides \[[@pgen-0030153-b024]--[@pgen-0030153-b026]\]. We started by analyzing octamers, as longer motifs can be more readily reduced to find the minimal active motif than the converse. None of the overrepresented and skewed octamers were frequent enough to be retained as potential candidates. We thus focused on heptamers ([Figure 2](#pgen-0030153-g002){ref-type="fig"}A). Four motifs were strikingly overrepresented, of which motif C (5′-GAAGCGG-3′) and D (5′-GAATTAG-3′) matched the skew score criteria. As motifs A (5′-GAAAATG-3′) and B (5′-GGATTAG-3′) had skew scores only slightly lower than the threshold (1.13 and 1.54, respectively) they were also retained as potential candidates.

![Motif C, 5′-GAAGCGG-3′, Is the S. aureus Chi Site\
(A) Overrepresentation and skew of heptamers on the S. aureus backbone. Plots are represented as in [Figure 1](#pgen-0030153-g001){ref-type="fig"}. Only heptamers with an overrepresentation score higher than 5 (corresponding to a *p*-value \< 10^−7^) are shown. The four best candidates (motifs A to D) are indicated.\
(B) Experimental validation that motif C has Chi activity in S. aureus. Motif C was cloned in plasmid pRC and evaluated for HMW accumulation, an indicator of Chi activity \[[@pgen-0030153-b027]\]. Total genomic DNA was hybridized with a probe specific to the RC plasmid. Plasmid monomer (mn), dimer (dm), and open circle (oc) forms, and HMW are indicated by arrows. Motif C (lane 2, 5′-GAAGCGG-3′) is HMW-positive, but it gives a negative signal when cloned in the reverse orientation (lane 3) or when it carries a mismatch (lanes 4--6).](pgen.0030153.g002){#pgen-0030153-g002}

The Motif 5′-GAAGCGG-3′ Is the Functional Chi Site of S. aureus {#s2c}
---------------------------------------------------------------

The selected motifs were tested for S. aureus Chi activity using a biological screening assay previously used to identify Chi in Lactococcus lactis, *H. influenzae,* and Bacillus subtilis \[[@pgen-0030153-b024]--[@pgen-0030153-b026]\]. Briefly, a rolling circle (RC) plasmid may generate a double-strand DNA extremity during replication, which provides an entry point for RecBCD-like enzymes \[[@pgen-0030153-b027]\]. This extremity is degraded unless the plasmid contains a correctly oriented Chi site, in which case degradation is aborted, and high molecular weight multimers (HMW) accumulate. Motifs A and D were present in both orientations in the initial RC plasmid, which does not accumulate HMW in S. aureus ([Figure 2](#pgen-0030153-g002){ref-type="fig"}B, lane 1), thus ruling them out as S. aureus Chi site candidates. Motif B was also ruled out, as it did not provoke HMW when cloned in the RC plasmid (unpublished data). However, insertion of an oligonucleotide containing motif C into the RC plasmid vector resulted in a strong HMW signal ([Figure 2](#pgen-0030153-g002){ref-type="fig"}B, lane 2). The RC plasmid containing the inverse orientation of motif C did not generate HMW ([Figure 2](#pgen-0030153-g002){ref-type="fig"}B, lane 3), in keeping with the orientation dependency of the E. coli Chi \[[@pgen-0030153-b012]\]. Chi sites identified in other bacteria vary in length and degeneracy \[[@pgen-0030153-b024]--[@pgen-0030153-b026]\]. It was thus possible that the S. aureus Chi motif necessitated only a subsequence of the identified seven-nucleotide motif. Substitutions at any of the seven defined nucleotide positions tested negative for HMW when present on the RC plasmid. Specifically, alterations in the first or last nucleotide of the motif were also negative ([Table S3](#pgen-0030153-st003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Figure 2](#pgen-0030153-g002){ref-type="fig"}B, lanes 4--6). We conclude that the seven-nucleotide motif 5′-GAAGCGG-3′ is necessary and sufficient to confer Chi activity in S. aureus.

The Chi Sequence Is Overrepresented Only on the S. aureus Backbone {#s2d}
------------------------------------------------------------------

The S. aureus Chi site is very frequent and overrepresented on the backbone (1/9 kb; *p*-value 10^−28^, rank 5), and 88% of Chi motifs are on the leading strand. As in E. coli, overrepresentation of the S. aureus Chi site did not apply to loops ([Table 2](#pgen-0030153-t002){ref-type="table"}). Chi site occurrence in S. aureus loops ranged from 1/15 kb to 1/20 kb, and in only Mu50 loops were they slightly overrepresented (*p*-value 8 × 10*^−^*^6^, rank 42), although levels were below our threshold values. As observed in *E. coli,* comparison of heptamer distribution on strain N315 complete genome versus backbone shows that some motifs appear overrepresented on the complete genome mostly due to their presence on loops, and that these motifs are filtered out by analysis on the backbone (motifs in red circle, [Figure S2](#pgen-0030153-sg002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

###### 

Chi Is Overrepresented on the *S. aureus* Backbone

![](pgen.0030153.t002)

The staphylococcal Chi sequence comprises a nonactive submotif, which was previously identified as the five-nucleotide Chi site of *B. subtilis,* 5′-AGCGG-3′ \[[@pgen-0030153-b026]\] ([Table S3](#pgen-0030153-st003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Analyses on the B. subtilis complete genome show that its Chi motif is very frequent (1/0.6 kb) and significantly overrepresented (*p*-value 6 × 10^−19^, rank 54) but does not fully conform to criteria described for Chi in E. coli and *S. aureus,* with respect to skew significance (its skew is only 58% and is not statistically significant). We considered the possibility that distribution of the S. aureus Chi site on the B. subtilis genome would meet the criteria we described for Chi. This is not the case; the motif, although frequent (1/4.4 kb), is not overrepresented (*p*-value not significant, rank 2,959). Analysis of two other longer motifs (5′-AAGCGGC-3′ and 5′-AGCGGCGC-3′), reported in \[[@pgen-0030153-b026]\] as having very high Chi activity, shows that they are likewise not overrepresented (respective ranks 11,872 and 4,258, both with nonsignificant *p*-values). A more thorough analysis will require additional B. subtilis genome sequences to extract backbone DNA, but both the shortness of the sequence and its genome features in this species leads us to suggest that Chi properties may not be universal, and that Chi evolution in this bacterial branch may undergo different selective pressures leading to a role for Chi on both DNA strands.

Prediction and Validation of a Chi Candidate Active in Streptococci {#s2e}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

The generality of the Chi prediction method was challenged by examination of four species of the *Streptococcus* genus: pathogens Streptococcus pyogenes and *Streptococcus pneumoniae,* the opportunist pathogen *Streptococcus agalactiae,* and the nonpathogen Streptococcus thermophilus. These species belong to the same family as the nonpathogenic food bacterium, L. lactis. A backbone was constructed for each of the species (resulting from an alignment of two to six genomes; see [Table 3](#pgen-0030153-t003){ref-type="table"} for details) and heptamer distribution was analyzed. The best candidate fulfilling the prediction criteria is the same in each of the four species ([Table 3](#pgen-0030153-t003){ref-type="table"}), and corresponds exactly to the L. lactis Chi site \[[@pgen-0030153-b024]\]. This prediction was confirmed by experimental validation in S. agalactiae, *S. thermophilus,* and *S. pneumoniae* ([Figure S3](#pgen-0030153-sg003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Table S4](#pgen-0030153-st004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As observed in E. coli and *S. aureus,* Chi is mostly not overrepresented on loops of streptococci ([Table 3](#pgen-0030153-t003){ref-type="table"}). These results indicate that five species of the Streptococcaceae family seem to share the Chi site independent of their pathogenicity status, which leads us to speculate that DNA protection by Chi evolved prior to functional differentiation of these bacteria. More generally, a comparison of all known Chi motifs in the context of the phylogenetic relationships of the corresponding species ([Figure 3](#pgen-0030153-g003){ref-type="fig"}) indicates at least partial Chi conservation among closely related bacteria, regardless of their niche or pathogenic status.

###### 

A common Chi motif is conserved among pathogenic and non-pathogenic Streptococci, and is not over-represented on loops.

![](pgen.0030153.t003)

![Chi Sequence Conservation through Evolution\
The tree shows phylogenetic relationships of the eight bacterial species in which Chi is known, based on 16S RNA, and was constructed using the tree-builder command of the Ribosomal Database Project (<https://rdp.cme.msu.edu/>). *E. coli, H. influenzae, L. lactis,* and B. subtilis Chi sites were previously identified \[[@pgen-0030153-b005],[@pgen-0030153-b025],[@pgen-0030153-b026]\]. Chi sites of S. aureus and the three streptococci were identified by predictive modeling and confirmed experimentally (this work). Partial conservation of Chi correlates with phylogenetic conservation among bacteria.](pgen.0030153.g003){#pgen-0030153-g003}

Why Is Chi Overrepresented Only on the Backbone? {#s2f}
------------------------------------------------

Chi has been considered as a key element in preventing chromosomal fork collapse during replication \[[@pgen-0030153-b013]\], thus ensuring faithful DNA break repair. The observed enrichment of Chi on backbone DNA suggests that Chi plays an important role in maintaining integrity of backbone regions that presumably encode essential functions. The much lower occurrence of Chi motifs on loops (of which the largest are up to 100 kb), likely reflects their exogenous origin. This might result in less efficient repair and hence lower stability of these regions. Conversely, moderate Chi overrepresentation in certain loop sets (e.g., in S. aureus strain Mu50) might suggest that these loops are older and have persisted by conferring a selective advantage to the bacterium. Thus, Chi enrichment on backbone, which is common to all species we examined, probably reflects the evolutionary balance between genome stability and diversification through horizontal transfer.

Prediction of Functional Motifs with Remarkable Features on Genomes {#s2g}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

The approach reported here to predict genome organization motifs is based on a combination of comparative genomics and statistical analysis of motif distribution properties. It may prove useful in the discovery of other genomic motifs with known or novel functions via their specific characteristics in the complete genome, or in defined genomic regions. In addition to Chi, analysis of the S. aureus backbone also identified that heptamer motifs B (5′-GGATTAG-3′) and D (5′-GAATTAG-3′) were overrepresented on the backbone and skewed. Like Chi, these motifs are essentially not remarkable on the loops ([Table S5](#pgen-0030153-st005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Interestingly, motif B is also highly overrepresented and skewed in two species related to *S. aureus: Bacillus cereus* and *Bacillus anthracis*. These results suggest that this motif (or the degenerated motif 5′-G(G/A)ATTAG-3′) might have a single biological function in several related species, which remains to be discovered. We recently used statistical analysis to characterize the KOPS family of octamers in E. coli, which orient the chromosome for segregation during cell division \[[@pgen-0030153-b006]\]. Like Chi, KOPS are overrepresented, frequent, and skewed on the backbone ([Figure 1](#pgen-0030153-g001){ref-type="fig"}). Characteristics of the non-Chi motif identified here make it a tempting potential candidate to test as the KOPS homolog in S. aureus. Using the strategy presented here, KOPS and other biologically characterized repeated sequences could be modeled to discover motifs with similar roles in very distant bacteria.

Materials and Methods {#s3}
=====================

Genome analysis. {#s3a}
----------------

*Sequence data.* We recently described a method for genome segmentation into backbone and loops based on multiple genome alignments \[[@pgen-0030153-b009]\]. In *E. coli,* the backbone/loops segmentation resulted from comparison of strains K-12, O157:H7 Sakai, and CFT073. Note that these analyses could not be performed in other species where Chi is known, due to the absence of appropriate data that would allow construction of a reliable backbone. For S. aureus segmentation, we used strains Mu50, Mw2, N315, COL, MRSA252, and MSSA476. Data are available at <http://genome.jouy.inra.fr/mosaic/>. Leading strands were defined as the DNA strand reported in Genbank files downstream of the replication origin up to the terminus and the reverse complement strand from the replication terminus to the origin. In *E. coli,* the position of the replication origin is annotated for the K-12 strain, and was determined in the other strains by a sequence similarity search. The origin position was previously mapped and assigned position 1 in all the other species. The terminus position was chosen as the first nucleotide of the chromosome dimer resolution *dif* site as described for E. coli and B. subtilis \[[@pgen-0030153-b028],[@pgen-0030153-b029]\]. The *S. aureus, B. cereus* and, *B. anthracis dif*-like sites were identified as sequences similar to the *B. subtilis dif* site 5′-ACTTCCTAGAATATATATTATGTAAACT-3′, (allowing two mismatches, one insertion, and one deletion), by performing a PATSCAN analysis \[[@pgen-0030153-b030]\] on the Micado database (<http://genome.jouy.inra.fr/micado>). For the four streptococci, we used the same strategy using the streptococcus-specific *dif* site identified by P. Le Bourgeois \[[@pgen-0030153-b031]\]. The terminus positions thus determined coincided with those reported by other methods \[[@pgen-0030153-b008],[@pgen-0030153-b032],[@pgen-0030153-b033]\].

*Motif overrepresentation score.* Motif count analyses were performed on the leading strand of the backbone common to the aligned genomes for a given species, and on the leading strand of all loops of each strain. To assess overrepresentation of short motifs, the observed count of each motif was compared to the count expected in random sequences showing the same oligonucleotide composition. The significance of the difference between the counts was evaluated by calculating the associated *p*-value, which is the probability that the count of a given motif "**u**" in a random sequence (under a chosen stationary Markov model, see below) is greater than the observed count for this motif. The *p*-value is obtained using a Gaussian approximation of motif counts \[[@pgen-0030153-b034]\], which has been shown to be reliable for short motifs in comparatively long sequences \[[@pgen-0030153-b035]\]. For a motif "**u,**" the *p*-value denoted *p*~F~(**u**) is given by: where *X* is distributed according to the standard Gaussian distribution *N*(0,1), *N*~obs~(**u**) the observed count of **u**, *EN*(**u**) is the estimated expected count of **u** in the chosen model, and γ is an explicit normalizing factor \[[@pgen-0030153-b034]\].

Note that \[*N*~obs~(**u**) − *EN*(**u**)\]/γ can be directly interpreted as an overrepresentation score: the higher its positive value, the more overrepresented is the motif **u**.

The random sequence models are Markov chain models that take into account the nucleotide monomer, dimer, trimer, etc., (*m* + 1)-mer composition of the sequence, depending on the order *m* that is used; When examining Chi among E. coli octamers we chose the maximal model *M*6 (which takes into account the monomer to heptamer nucleotide composition). Analyses on heptamers in S. aureus and streptococci were performed using the *M*5 model (based on monomer to hexamer composition). Parameters of those models were estimated separately on the backbone and the loops to take into account the difference in oligomer composition of loops compared to backbone. We checked that in all cases the sequences were long enough to reliably estimate the parameters of the model. Note that *p*-values obtained on the backbone and loops cannot be directly compared because of differences in the sequence lengths \[[@pgen-0030153-b036]\]. We therefore present the overrepresentation ranks (in which the overrepresentation score of a given motif is compared to all possible motifs of the same length), which are directly comparable.

Calculations were made using R\'MES software (<http://genome.jouy.inra.fr/ssb/rmes/>), which provides scores for all motifs of a given length, and ranks them according to their overrepresentation score. The Bonferroni correction was used to choose the significance threshold; for a given significance level (10^−3^ in our case), the motif *p*-values have to be divided by the number of tests (16,384 for heptamers and 65,536 for octamers, respectively). Thus, a *p*-value is significant when it is ≤6 × 10^−8^ (corresponding score 5.2) for a given heptamer, and ≤1.5 × 10^−8^ (corresponding score 5.6) for a given octamer.

*Motif skew score.* The significance of the skew for a motif "**u**" was also determined by calculating a *p*-value, namely the probability that its skew in a random sequence is greater than the observed skew *S*~obs~. Since the skew is the ratio between the counts of **u** and that of **ū** (**ū** is the reverse complement of **u**), the *p*-value denoted *p*~S~(**u**) was obtained using a Gaussian approximation of motif counts as above. More precisely, we have: where *X* is distributed according to the standard Gaussian distribution *N*(0,1),

We chose a Markov model of order 0 to take into account the richness in G of the leading strand, which is due to G/C skew. Under such a model, the expectation, variance, and covariance of motif counts are easily derived \[[@pgen-0030153-b034]\].

As above, the quantity --μ/σ can be directly interpreted as a score of skew exceptionality: The higher the positive value, the higher the exceptionality of the skew. These calculations can also be obtained with the third version of the R\'MES software (<http://genome.jouy.inra.fr/ssb/rmes/>). Because skew is only a secondary criterion for Chi activity, we used a much less stringent significance level (*p* \< 0.05, corresponding score 1.6) for both heptamers and octamers.

*Criteria for motif selection.* We selected the most overrepresented motifs on the backbone leading strand that were also frequent (frequency higher than 1/15kb), skewed (skew higher than 60%), and with a skew *p*-value lower than 0.05. This allowed us to construct a list of potential candidates ordered by decreasing overrepresentation *p*-value.

Experimental validation of Chi activity. {#s3b}
----------------------------------------

The strains and plasmids used in this study are listed in [Table S1](#pgen-0030153-st001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. *S. aureus* strain RN4220 (an avirulent strain that accepts foreign DNA by transformation of competent cells) was grown in Brain Heart Infusion medium with aeration at 37 °C. S. pneumoniae and S. agalactiae were grown in Todd Hewitt yeast extract at 37 °C. S. thermophilus strains were grown in M17 medium supplemented with 1% lactose at 42 °C. E. coli strain TG1 was used for plasmid constructions. Chloramphenicol (10 μg/ml in *S. aureus,* 20 μg/ml in *E. coli,* 3 μg/ml in S. thermophilus, 5 μg/ml in *S. pneumoniae,* and 7 μg/ml in S. agalactiae) was used for plasmid selection. Plasmid DNA preparation, PCR amplifications, and DNA modifications were carried out according to suppliers\' instructions. S. aureus cell suspensions were lysed using 100 μg/ml lysostaphin (Sigma) for 30 min at 37 °C as described \[[@pgen-0030153-b037]\]. DNA transformation was performed by electroporation \[[@pgen-0030153-b038]\].

Oligonucleotide cloning. Oligonucleotides ([Table S2](#pgen-0030153-st002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were inserted at the HincII/EcoRI sites of the multiple cloning site of pRC~2~ ([Table S1](#pgen-0030153-st001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) using standard methods. Plasmid constructions were carried out in E. coli and confirmed by DNA sequencing. The pACYC184 replication origin present on pRC~2~ was then deleted by NciI/PvuII digest, giving rise to a pRC plasmid carrying the designed oligonucleotide. The resulting plasmid was then transferred to S. aureus.

*Detection of Chi activity by HMW accumulation.* The RC plasmid used for Chi activity detection in S. aureus is based on the pVS41 (pC194) replicon \[[@pgen-0030153-b039]\]. It was derived from pRC~2~ deleted for its pACYC184 replication origin by NciI/PvuII digest, Klenow fill-in, and self ligation, giving rise to pRC. pRC carrying oligonucleotides containing putative Chi motifs (see above for construction) was used for HMW detection. Total DNA was extracted from strains carrying different constructions and HMW detected by Southern blot hybridization as described \[[@pgen-0030153-b040]\].

To identify mutations leading to abolition of Chi activity, we used pRC that carried oligonucleotides differing from Chi by a single point mutation (see above for construction and [Table S2](#pgen-0030153-st002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We also made use of pRC constructs containing random 1--2-kb NciI/PvuII DNA fragments derived from Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 that were screened for HMW accumulation; DNA inserts of plasmids giving no HMW signal were sequenced and checked against the complete PAO1 genome sequence. Sequences were screened for motifs that differed by single mutations from the putative Chi site.

The RC plasmid used for Chi activity detection in S. agalactiae and S. thermophilus is pRC~2~. Its derivative containing an oligonucleotide with the putative streptococcal Chi site (5′-GCGCGTG-3′) is called pRC~2~Chi~2~ \[[@pgen-0030153-b040]\]. HMW accumulation was detected by Southern blot hybridization as above.

*Detection of Chi activity by measurement of transformation efficiency.* Attempts to visualize HMW in S. pneumoniae by Southern blot hybridization were not reproducible, despite numerous efforts and modifications. We therefore used a test previously described for Chi identification in B. subtilis \[[@pgen-0030153-b026]\]. Briefly, in B. subtilis, multimeric plasmid molecules transform cells better than monomeric or dimeric species. Therefore, HMWs, being composed of multiple repeats of plasmid molecules, confer increased transformation ability to plasmid extracts. We monitored the amount of HMW by measuring transformation efficiencies in B. subtilis (strain 168) of total DNA extracts from different S. pneumoniae strains relative to that of a wild-type strain carrying the pRC~2~ vector. Total DNA extracts were quantified by spectrophotometric dosage at 260 nm and calibration against known quantities of λ BstEII on agarose gels. Total DNA extracts were performed as described and standard transformation techniques were used \[[@pgen-0030153-b026]\].

Supporting Information {#s4}
======================

###### Comparison of Octamer overrepresentation on the E. coli K-12 Strain Complete Genome versus Backbone

Overrepresentation scores on the complete genome (*y*-axis) and the backbone (*x*-axis) are plotted. Among the most overrepresented motifs of the complete genome, a significant number are not overrepresented on the backbone (in red circle). Note that among these motifs, we identified several motifs that are submotifs of BIME elements; BIMEs comprise a family of repeated elements specifically enriched on loops \[[@pgen-0030153-b009]\]. The motif shown in red is Chi.

(24 KB PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Comparison of Heptamer Overrepresentation on the S. aureus N315 Strain Complete Genome versus Backbone

Overrepresentation scores on the complete genome (*y*-axis) and the backbone (*x*-axis) are plotted. As seen above for *E. coli,* among the most overrepresented motifs of the complete genome, a significant number are not overrepresented on the backbone (in red circle). The motif shown in red is Chi.

(22 KB PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### The L. lactis Chi Site Is Active in S. agalactiae and S. thermophilus

The candidate Chi motif cloned in plasmid pRC~2~ \[[@pgen-0030153-b040]\] was transformed into S. agalactiae and *S. thermophilus,* and evaluated for HMW accumulation, an indicator of Chi activity \[[@pgen-0030153-b040]\]. Total genomic DNA was hybridized with a probe specific to the pRC~2~ plasmid. Plasmid monomer (mn), dimer (dm), and open circle (oc) forms, and HMW are indicated. The candidate (5′-GCGCGTG-3′) is HMW positive (lanes 2 and 4). Note that Chi activity of 5′-GCGCGTG-3′ in S. thermophilus was not observed in our previous study \[[@pgen-0030153-b024]\]. In this species, cloning of the Chi motif in pRC~2~ induced a strong decrease in plasmid copy number. To reveal Chi activity, sample concentrations were corrected such that the same quantity of pRC~2~ and pRC~2~Chi~2~ plasmid monomers was loaded on gels.

(21 KB PDF)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### Strains and Plasmids Used in This Study

(37 KB DOC)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Oligonucleotides Used in This Study

(30 KB DOC)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Point Mutations in the S. aureus Chi Motif Abolish Activity

The Chi substitutions shown were present on different RC plasmids tested in this study for HMW accumulation. In all cases, single base alterations in Chi abolished HMW accumulation. Bottom line corresponds to the B. subtilis Chi site.

^a^HMW generated from RC plasmids containing a properly oriented Chi site \[[@pgen-0030153-b027]\].

+, HMW is accumulated; −, no HMW (compare to [Figure 2](#pgen-0030153-g002){ref-type="fig"}B).
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###### The L. lactis Chi site Is Active in S. pneumoniae

Total DNA extracts from the wild-type strain carrying a plasmid with the putative Chi site show increased transformation efficiency, indicative of HMW accumulation by this plasmid. As previously observed in *B. subtilis,* transformation efficiency of plasmid extracts from a *rexB* strain that accumulates HMW due to recombinase *rexAB* inactivation is intermediate \[[@pgen-0030153-b026]\].

^a^Average of three experiments; ^b^transformation of the wild-type strain with pRC~2~ gives an average of 3.3 × 10^−2^ transformants per μg of DNA.
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###### Distribution Properties of Two Significant Non-Chi Motifs in S. aureus

Distribution properties of motifs (written 5′ to 3′) were assessed on the leading strand of the backbone and each loops set. A *p*~F~ higher than 6 × 10^−8^ is reported as not significant (ns). A *p*~S~ higher than 5 × 10^−2^ is reported as not significant (ns).

Freq, frequency on leading strand; *p*~F~, overrepresentation *p*-value; rank, overrepresentation rank for the candidate motif compared to all possible octamers; skew, observed skew; *p*~S~, skew *p*-value.
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Accession Numbers {#s4a}
-----------------

The National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Genbank (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/gquery>) accession number of the genomes used in this study are as follows: E. coli strains K-12, O157:H7 Sakai, and CFT073: U000096, BA000007, and AE14075, respectively; S. aureus strains Mu50, Mw2, N315, COL, MRSA252, and MSSA476: BA000017, BA000033, BA000018, CP000046, BX571856, and BX571857, respectively; *S. agalactiae* strains NEM316, A909, and 2603VR: AL732656, CP000114, and AE009948, respectively; S. thermophilus strains CNRZ1066 and LMG18311: CP000024 and CP000023, respectively; S. pneumoniae strains R6 and TIGR4: AE007317 and AE005672, respectively; S. pyogenes strains M1GAS, MGAS10394, MGAS315, MGAS5005, MGAS6180, and MGAS8232: AE004092, CP000003, AE014074, CP000017, CP000056, and AE009949, respectively.
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Chi

:   crossover hotspot instigator

HMW

:   high molecular weight multimer

RC

:   rolling circle
